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“In a general way, we can define computing to mean any goal-oriented activity
requiring, benefiting from, or creating computers. Thus, computing includes
designing and building hardware and software systems for a wide range of
purposes; processing, structuring, and managing various kinds of information;
doing scientific studies using computers; making computer systems behave
intelligently; creating and using communications and entertainment media; finding
and gathering information relevant to any particular purpose, and so on. ” [pg. 9]
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“2.3.2. Computer Science
Computer science spans a wide range, from its theoretical and algorithmic foundations to
cutting-edge developments in robotics, computer vision, intelligent systems, bioinformatics, and
other exciting areas.
We can think of the work of computer scientists as falling into three categories.
 They design and implement software. Computer scientists take on challenging
programming jobs. They also supervise other programmers, keeping them aware of
new approaches.
 They devise new ways to use computers. Progress in the CS areas of networking,
database, and human-computer-interface enabled the development of the World Wide
Web. Now CS researchers are working with scientists from other fields to make
robots become practical and intelligent aides, to use databases to create new
knowledge, and to use computers to help decipher the secrets of our DNA.
 They develop effective ways to solve computing problems. For example, computer
scientists develop the best possible ways to store information in databases, send data
over networks, and display complex images. Their theoretical background allows
them to determine the best performance possible, and their study of algorithms helps
them to develop new approaches that provide better performance.
Computer science spans the range from theory through programming. Curricula that reflect this breadth
are sometimes criticized for failing to prepare graduates for specific jobs. While other disciplines may
produce graduates with more immediately relevant job-related skills, computer science offers a
comprehensive foundation that permits graduates to adapt to new technologies and new ideas. “ [pg. 13]

“2.3.3. Information Systems
Information systems specialists focus on integrating information technology solutions and
business processes to meet the information needs of businesses and other enterprises,
enabling them to achieve their objectives in an effective, efficient way. This discipline’s
perspective on information technology emphasizes information, and views technology as an instrument
for generating, processing, and distributing information. Professionals in the discipline are primarily
concerned with the information that computer systems can provide to aid an enterprise in defining and
achieving its goals, and the processes that an enterprise can implement or improve using information
technology. They must understand both technical and organizational factors, and they must be able to
help an organization determine how information and technology-enabled business processes can provide a
competitive advantage.
The information systems specialist plays a key role in determining the requirements for an organization’s
information systems and is active in their specification, design, and implementation. As a result, such
professionals require a sound understanding of organizational principles and practices so that they can
serve as an effective bridge between the technical and management communities within an organization,
enabling them to work in harmony to ensure that the organization has the information and the systems it
needs to support its operations. Information systems professionals are also involved in designing
technology-based organizational communication and collaboration systems.
A majority of Information Systems (IS) programs are located in business schools. All IS degrees combine
business and computing coursework. A variety of IS programs exist under various labels which often
reflect the nature of the program. For example, programs in Computer Information Systems usually have
the strongest technology focus, while programs in Management Information Systems emphasize the
organizational and behavioral aspects of IS. Degree program names are not always consistent.” [pg. 14]

“2.3.4. Information Technology
Information technology is a label that has two meanings. In the broadest sense, the term information
technology is often used to refer to all of computing. In academia, it refers to undergraduate degree
programs that prepare students to meet the computer technology needs of business, government,
healthcare, schools, and other kinds of organizations. In some nations, other names are used for such
degree programs. In the previous section, we said that Information Systems focuses on the

information aspects of information technology. Information Technology is the complement
of that perspective: its emphasis is on the technology itself more than on the information it
conveys. IT is a new and rapidly growing field that started as a grassroots response to the practical,
everyday needs of business and other organizations.
Today, organizations of every kind are dependent on information technology. They need to have
appropriate systems in place. These systems must work properly, be secure, and upgraded, maintained,
and replaced as appropriate. Employees throughout an organization require support from IT staff who
understand computer systems and their software and are committed to solving whatever computer-related
problems they might have. Graduates of information technology programs address these needs.
Degree programs in information technology arose because degree programs in the other computing
disciplines were not producing an adequate supply of graduates capable of handling these very real needs.
IT programs exist to produce graduates who possess the right combination of knowledge and practical,
hands-on expertise to take care of both an organization’s information technology infrastructure and the
people who use it. IT specialists assume responsibility for selecting hardware and software products
appropriate for an organization, integrating those products with organizational needs and infrastructure,
and installing, customizing, and maintaining those applications for the organization’s computer users.
Examples of these responsibilities include the installation of networks; network administration and
security; the design of web pages; the development of multimedia resources; the installation of
communication components; the oversight of email systems; and the planning and management of the
technology lifecycle by which an organization’s technology is maintained, upgraded, and replaced.” [pg.
14]

